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Speaker: Well okay, welcome everybody, to Module Number 1 

7, the Art of Negotiation as it pertains to game day 2 

management and marketing in professional hockey. 3 

Today we have the distinct pleasure of being joined 4 

by former LA Dodgers GM, Ned Colletti. And ah, I 5 

don’t think there’s anybody better to talk about 6 

negotiation in professional sport and ah, so we - do 7 

a good job. We’re gonna have a - kind of a very 8 

casual conversation here about different elements of 9 

it. And ah, it should be very informative. So, 10 

welcome, Ned. [Ned Colletti: Thank you] 11 

Appreciate you coming. Um, so you’ve had a pretty 12 

interesting history. You know, a Chicago boy [Ned 13 

Colletti: Yeah] and all of that. How - how does a 14 

guy from Chicago end up - [Ned Colletti: End - end 15 

up in LA?] end up in LA, general manager, one of 16 

the biggest franchises -      17 

Ned Colletti: Well obviously, the guy from Chicago can read the 18 

weather map. [Speaker: [laughing] You know what 19 

LA - LA’s weather is. But the um - my career 20 

started about 37 years ago now. And I actually had 21 

a degree in journalism. And I wrote sports - I played 22 

three sports back in Chicago. I played a lot of ice 23 

hockey, I played a lot of soccer - when hardly 24 

anybody played soccer in that - [Speaker: You’re a 25 

big hockey fan, right?] Yes, and ah - and played ah, 26 

obviously baseball a lot. Back then, you didn’t play 27 

baseball eleven months a year. The - you didn’t 28 

have the climate for it, so you always would change 29 

seasons, change sports by the - by what the 30 

temperature was outside. So ah, I knew that ah, 31 
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while I was a good player, I was never a great 1 

player. So I knew I needed to get a career in 2 

something other than trying to become a 3 

professional athlete. So I got a degree in journalism. 4 

And I went to Northern Illinois University, the first 5 

of my family to ever go to college, and graduate 6 

from NIU. And then ah, began writing sports. And I 7 

covered high school sports and the Big Ten, back 8 

when Woody Hays [Speaker: Uhum] was coaching 9 

Ohio State and Bo Schembechler in Michigan. And 10 

then, I went to Philadelphia and covered the 11 

Philadelphia Flyers for a couple years. Did that, and 12 

then ah, I ended up ah, going to work for my home 13 

town team, the Chicago Cubs. [Unclear: 1:50] there 14 

in PR - I did PR for a couple of years. And then ah, 15 

I was always - the way I was brought up by my 16 

parents, I was always brought up to really work 17 

smart and to work hard. And to outwork everybody 18 

who was gonna compete with you for a position, 19 

which I - I still tell students today, is one of the best 20 

ways [Speaker: Right] to - to really kind of advance. 21 

And so, I took on every responsibility they gave me. 22 

And I was always the first one in, the last one out. 23 

And I started doing salary arbitration cases for 24 

baseball - ah, our team, ah, three years in. I stayed 25 

with the Cubs for 13 years. I had a chance to go to 26 

San Francisco and become the assistant GM at a - of 27 

the Giants. So I moved - I moved west. I spend 11 28 

years in San Francisco with Brian Sabian, who was 29 

ah, the GM now. And he was ah… he was the 30 

second guy in charge. I was the third. And then a 31 
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couple years later, he moved up to number one, I 1 

moved up to number two. We started changing 2 

culture there. And it - they’ve had a great culture 3 

ever since. I was in a… plus, to be on the ground 4 

floor of [Speaker: Uhum] - of all of that. And um… 5 

Speaker: Are they sending you any rains? 6 

Ned Colletti: Stayed there - no. [Chuckling] Stayed there for 11 7 

years. And then um, moved to the Dodgers. And 8 

then, I had a chance to become the… the GM of the 9 

Dodgers, which for me, is one of the… ah, it’s - it’s 10 

so hard and so difficult to become a general 11 

manager of a professional sports team. And then, to 12 

be able to do it for a organization that is ah, iconic 13 

as the Dodgers… [Speaker: Uhum] ah, was really 14 

the… something I - I’ve never taken for granted, 15 

never will take for granted. Talking about Jackie 16 

Robinson, the first black player major league 17 

baseball was a Dodger. The Dodgers were the first 18 

in the Dominican Republic. Then Academy - the 19 

first - they had a prominent Japanese player. The 20 

first they had a prominent Korean player here. So, 21 

they really - kind of pioneers in a lot of ways. I - I 22 

hired the first female trainer [Speaker: Uhum] in ah, 23 

in major league sports in - in the United States. So 24 

um, that’s what I’ve done. And I did that for nine 25 

years. And the last two years, I’ve done a lot of TV 26 

for ‘em. And I’ve done a lot of scouting for ‘em, for 27 

the draft. And ah, I’m always there if they need ah, 28 

a little bit of wisdom, a little bit of an idea here or 29 

there, like maybe open their - their - their thought 30 
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process up just a touch. I’m there for them to do that 1 

too. So, that’s 35 years in about three minutes. 2 

[Speaker: Yeah] And that ah, it’s been a great ride. 3 

And I’ve ah, I’ve loved it. And I’ve ah… um, I’m 4 

very blessed to have the opportunities that I’ve had.  5 

Speaker: At any point, did you - did you set out to be a 6 

general manager? Or - or it just kind of…? 7 

Ned Colletti: Well, I grew up in a very um, blue collar part of 8 

Chicago, Franklin Park. And our dreams back when 9 

we were kids was really to - if you had kids, to be 10 

able to have them go to college. [Speaker: Yeah] 11 

And as you would wanna try and ah, have a 12 

mortgage for a little house and not rent. [Speaker: 13 

Right] That was the goals. And you really didn’t 14 

aspire for much more than that, because you were 15 

gonna have a tough enough time [Speaker: Sure] 16 

doing those two things. And I - I can't really tell ya 17 

that I - I sat at the kitchen table and said, “One day 18 

I’m gonna be the general manager of a major league 19 

baseball team.” I - I loved the sport. I used to - like 20 

a lot of kids did back then, [Speaker: Yeah] I’m 21 

gonna work out trades with your favourite team and 22 

look at baseball cards or read a lot of books and 23 

things like that. But it was really - ah, it was so far 24 

beyond what the neighbourhood was used to 25 

[Speaker: Yeah] churning out, that it really wasn’t 26 

something that you thought a lot about. By my 27 

fourth or fifth year in - in baseball, after I started 28 

doing salary arbitration cases and Dallas Greene, 29 

my first boss, who was the manager of the Phillies, 30 
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and the GM of the Cubs, and went on to the Mets 1 

and the Yankees - ah, he gave me a lot of 2 

opportunity. And as I - as I traversed those 3 

opportunities and ah, continued to get more 4 

opportunity ah, I - I thought, you know what, this - 5 

this should be a path to maybe a GM job one day. 6 

But I also understood the reality of it. [Speaker: 7 

Yeah] That it’s so hard to do. You could be - just 8 

‘cause you’re the smartest person in the room - 9 

which I’ve never been [Speaker: [Laughing] the 10 

smartest person in any way - including this room. 11 

[Speaker: [Laughing] You know, it’s ah… it - it’s 12 

so unlikely that something like this would ever 13 

happen. [Speaker: Yeah] So I never… I never put 14 

all my eggs in that basket, so to speak. I wanted to 15 

be well-versed, I wanted to be somebody that could 16 

always be counted on to always do a great job - and 17 

no matter what that job would be. And so, little by 18 

little though, I continued to get the experiences of it. 19 

And when I was in San Francisco with Brian 20 

Sabian, we had a very small staff. I went there right 21 

after the strike in 1994 that ended up cancelling the 22 

World Series. [Speaker: Uhum] And we had a very, 23 

very small staff when the strike ended. And so, 24 

there was a lot of work to go around, a lot of 25 

different things that happened. (6:14) And again, I 26 

took on everything I could, and Brian took on 27 

everything he could. And he was always somebody 28 

who was never territorial. So he gave me a lot of 29 

opportunities. [Speaker: Yeah] So, by the time I 30 

interviewed for the GM job here, I’d already made 31 
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30 trades. [Speaker: Yeah] I had already signed a… 1 

a half a million dollar - or, half a billion dollars in 2 

contracts. [Speaker: Yeah] I’d already had all those 3 

experiences. So when I came here to interview with 4 

the Dodgers for that job, they said, “Well, have you 5 

ever done this?” I said I’ve been doing it for seven 6 

or eight years, [Speaker: Yeah] [unclear: 6:43] - oh, 7 

I’ve been doing that. So I almost had a pseudo GM 8 

[Speaker: Sure] experience - as the assistant general 9 

manager in San Francisco. So, to answer your 10 

question again, maybe four or five years into the - 11 

the 25 years it took, [Speaker: Yeah] I started 12 

thinking, this may lead to that. But I cannot promise 13 

myself [Speaker: Right] that’s what I’m gonna do. I 14 

just have to prepare myself, because you never 15 

know when you’re gonna get an opportunity. 16 

[Speaker: Right] An opportunity is maybe very rare 17 

for some people. It’s very rare for me. But I made 18 

sure that every time I had an opportunity, I was 19 

ready for it. And you never know when that’s gonna 20 

happen. [Speaker: Right] It could happen today. 21 

[Speaker: Uhum] And you could wake up today and 22 

not even think anything about it. And then, you 23 

meet somebody, and suddenly, there’s opportunity. 24 

[Speaker: Yeah] And if you’re not ready to go back 25 

into that little part of your brain to - to pick out, 26 

“Okay, here’s an opportunity. How do I sell myself? 27 

How do I spend the five minutes in conversation to 28 

really [Speaker: Right] - ah, have somebody 29 

understand how good I could be and how dedicated 30 

I am and how… [Speaker: Yeah] how much I 31 
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wanna do something of - of importance, and be held 1 

accountable for it. [Speaker: Yeah] You gotta be 2 

ready for those moments.  3 

Speaker: That’s right, that’s right. You mentioned ah, half a 4 

billion… [Ned Colletti: Yeah] worth of deals in San 5 

Francisco. [Ned Colletti: Yeah] What would you 6 

say the total - like, for your career, what do you 7 

think - ? 8 

Ned Colletti: Oh, probably over two billion at this point in time. 9 

[Speaker: Yeah] Um, and I’ve - I’ve learned to 10 

negotiate. I - I did not go to law school. But I did 11 

end up ah, working with some people at Tribune 12 

company, who owned the Cubs, who are in their 13 

legal department. And they were trying to get - get a 14 

feel for baseball. [Speaker: Uhum] And I said, “I’ll 15 

trade ya. I’ll trade ya baseball intellect and baseball 16 

conversation, for concepts and techniques of 17 

negotiations.” [Speaker: Right] And so, we worked 18 

as a tandem. Gentleman named Dennis Homer and 19 

I, continued - we would go on - on signing 20 

missions, where the general manager [Speaker: 21 

Uhum] would say, “We want you to sign so-and-22 

so.” So we would go and we would do this and I 23 

learned a lot that way. Plus, how I grew up. Like we  24 

[Speaker: Yeah] grew up with hardly any financial 25 

resource whatsoever. [Speaker: Right] We were… 26 

we were trying to make it day to day, financially. So 27 

I always understood the value of money. And 28 

people can look at some of the contracts and say, 29 

“My goodness, this guy gave up two hundred 30 
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million dollars, he played in Kershaw. How could 1 

he… [Speaker: Yeah] how could he say that he 2 

came up from this little - little town, and didn’t 3 

[Speaker: Right] have any - and didn’t - you know, 4 

have a feel for… how to do it?” You know? But ah, 5 

that’s - that's the market that you’re in. So you - you 6 

pay the price. But I’ve negotiated all sorts of 7 

contracts for 20, 25 years. And - and there’s certain 8 

things that you have to look for. [Speaker: Uhum] I 9 

mean, you have to be prepared for, when you do 10 

negotiate - I always had a list, probably eight or 11 

nine different things that I would have to get - get 12 

information on, before we picked the phone up 13 

[Speaker: Yeah] to call the sports agent. Right? 14 

Because I think preparation and the research is 15 

huge. [Speaker: Yeah] And if you go into a 16 

negotiation with not a hundred percent of your 17 

preparation and your research done, you will end up 18 

getting left behind. (9:28) 19 

Speaker: And this - this pertains to anything, too, right? [Ned 20 

Colletti: Oh, yeah, oh yeah] Like, you’re not just 21 

pulling your contracts - in terms of - of the course 22 

content, of - of you know, game day management 23 

and marketing, we’ll - we’ll [Ned Colletti: Oh -] 24 

delve into [Ned Colletti: Yes] who you have to 25 

negotiate with. But it’s - it’s all the same. 26 

Ned Colletti: It - it - it is all the same. People don’t realize, but 27 

they negotiate every day. [Speaker: Yeah] And not 28 

everybody’s a lawyer, to negotiate. Not everybody’s 29 

got contract law in their [Speaker: Yeah] - on their 30 
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resume, you know? [Speaker: Yeah] But everybody 1 

negotiates every day. A baby starts negotiating 2 

typically the moment it’s born. [Speaker: That’s 3 

right] You know? It needs [Speaker: Yeah] to be 4 

held, it needs to be warm, you know? It needs to be 5 

fed. So it’s - ah, you start it all the time. And we’ve 6 

- most people have bought cars at some point in 7 

time. That’s one of the most basic [Speaker: Yeah] 8 

negotiations of all time. But yet - you know, you 9 

negotiate always. And - for example, when I would 10 

do a - and I would do the same thing no matter what 11 

I was doing - buying a house, buying a car. 12 

Anything that - where you had a chance and a - a 13 

price that was not fixed and unmovable. [Speaker: 14 

Yeah] You know, that’s when you can negotiate in 15 

a - in a - in the financial world, or in a business 16 

world. But, for example, before I would even pick 17 

up the phone and call an agent about a free agent, I 18 

would say, “Okay, I gotta find - I gotta find out 19 

from the manager of the team what his interest level 20 

is in this player and others that are like this player,” 21 

[Speaker: Yeah] because we have a - a need. I 22 

would talk to my top scouts, my inner circle of 23 

people. Find out what their thought process was. I 24 

would talk to the scouts that had seen the player, 25 

who would know the player - not just the stats, 26 

‘cause you can find that, you can do a lot of 27 

research and I did a lot of research on things like 28 

that too. But I also wanted to know from the scouts, 29 

“Who is this guy?” [Speaker: Yeah] “Who’s the 30 

man inside the uniform?” Well, the woman had said 31 
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- the uniform, you’d be looking at - other sports 1 

[Speaker: Uhum] said ah, or, “Who are they? Who 2 

are - who’s - whoever - whose people - ‘cause at the 3 

end of the day, the people are gonna - are gonna 4 

help you win or lose games. [Speaker: Sure] Okay? 5 

And so, I would do that. And then, I had an 6 

analytics department, and I would tell them to delve 7 

into everything you can. I want trends, I want - if 8 

somebody’s on the way up, somebody’s levelled 9 

off, somebody’s on the way down. Show me trends. 10 

Show me where people are at. Show me what’s 11 

likely to come [Speaker: Yeah] down the road,” 12 

knowing that nothing is that predictable. [Speaker: 13 

Right] But you got a - a way to edge it and to - at 14 

least, maybe put the percentages in your favour 15 

[Speaker: Sure] just a little bit. I would talk to our 16 

medical people. “Find out about this player.” We all 17 

know that there's a disabled list, or an injured 18 

reserve list in some sports, okay? You can find that 19 

on the Internet. [Speaker: Yeah] But sometimes, if 20 

you have a really good training crew, they can look 21 

at a player’s performance day after day after day. 22 

And they can see different things [Speaker: Yeah] 23 

that go on in there. They’ll make you think, you 24 

know what, “This guy might have a bad hamstring. 25 

[Speaker: Yeah] He used to steal 40 bases. He’s not 26 

running much this year. Hasn’t missed many games, 27 

but he hasn’t run that much. How many times has 28 

he gone from first to home on a double? [Speaker: 29 

Yeah] How many times has he shown the speed that 30 

he had before? Maybe something is up with this 31 
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guy.” And you could look at pictures and you can 1 

say, “This guy was not on the disabled list [Speaker: 2 

Yeah] for the entire year.” But he’s typically on a 3 

five-day rotation. [Speaker: Yeah] A couple times, 4 

they skipped him. A couple times, he missed one 5 

start. So, is he got anything else that’s going on? 6 

Now, you do a physical before you agree [Speaker: 7 

Yeah] to a contract. But, if you don’t look deeply 8 

into it, you may not know - you may take him to 9 

your orthopedic specialist. And you may say, “I’m 10 

really - I’m really concerned about this man’s 11 

elbow. He’s thrown far fewer curve balls, or far 12 

fewer sliders than he has in the past. [Speaker: 13 

Uhum] His velocity’s gone. Is his shoulder okay?” 14 

And so, you can give your medical personal just a 15 

little bit more info to look into. [Speaker: Yeah] To 16 

really double and triple check if the velocity’s 17 

down, if the curve ball is being thrown less 18 

[Speaker: Uhum], if the break is a - a little bit less. 19 

And then, when I - when I knew where we were 20 

focusing in on somebody, then I would go to 21 

ownership and I would say, “Here’s what our 22 

thought process is. [Speaker: Yeah] This is what - 23 

what we think the - the - the money will be, this is 24 

where we think our competition’s gonna be,” ‘cause 25 

we would also look [Speaker: Yeah] and figure out 26 

who the competition was gonna be. ‘Cause if you 27 

get on the phone with an agent, and they say, “Well, 28 

we’ve got 10 other teams that have shown an 29 

interest,” and that. But you look, and - and this is 30 

maybe a shortstop that you’re trying to sign, 31 
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[Speaker: Yeah] and you look at the boards and you 1 

know that there’s only four teams that need a 2 

shortstop, you know that - that he may be talking to 3 

six other teams, [Speaker: Yeah] but it’s not about 4 

this player. [Speaker: Yeah] You know, it doesn’t - 5 

it doesn’t add up. So you know what your 6 

competition is. [Speaker: Yeah] And you know how 7 

your competition typically does business. 8 

Sometimes they’ll go and overspend. Sometimes 9 

they won't ever spend. [Speaker: Uhum] Sometimes 10 

they like to get their name in the paper and like 11 

they’re - they’re trying to get their fan base excited. 12 

And so, they’ll start talking about, [Speaker: Right] 13 

“Oh, yeah. We’re on this one, we’re on this guy, 14 

we’re on that guy.” But you know in their heart of 15 

hearts, they’re probably not gonna do that. 16 

[Speaker: Right] And so, you gather all that. You go 17 

to ownership, you lay it out. And then the last thing 18 

- and we do all this before I ever picked up the 19 

phone. [Speaker: Uhum] Then, the last thing I 20 

would do, after I had… had discussed this with a - 21 

with the inner circle, and ownership, and the experts 22 

in different areas. And I would go and I would - I 23 

would think a few hours by myself. And I would 24 

really think about where do I see the market for this 25 

player? [Speaker: Uhum] My own market - where 26 

do I get to a point where I refuse. Up until that 27 

point, I’ll keep giving. But at some [Speaker: Yeah] 28 

point in time, if this player - if I’d say, “I’m doing 29 

three years with this guy. That's as far as I’m gonna 30 

go.” And I’d do three times ten - [Speaker: Yeah] 31 
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ten million. Okay? Would I do three times 11? 1 

Yeah, probably. [Speaker: Yeah] Would I do three 2 

times 12? I don’t think so. Would I do three times 3 

11, with maybe incentives, high level [Speaker: 4 

Sure] incentives, a lot of games played, a lot of at 5 

bats, a lot of innings - to get it to 12, yeah. Would I 6 

do a fourth year? Not guaranteed. [Speaker: Right] 7 

But would I do a fourth year? If I had to, if the 8 

second and the third year added up to something 9 

that would vest [Speaker: Yeah] a fourth year.  10 

Speaker: You’d wanna do a club option or… [Ned Colletti: 11 

Yeah] Yeah. 12 

Ned Colletti: And so, I would - I would like lay it out in my own 13 

mind - and the reason I did that, is because I was 14 

immersed in this. So I - I thought I had a pretty 15 

good feel for what my breaking point would be. Or 16 

where I thought it was going to be a definite 17 

overpay. [Speaker: Yeah] And I didn’t ever wanna 18 

do that. And - and so, what I would do is I would - I 19 

would get that in my mind. And I knew I was gonna 20 

be - I have to be a little bit flexible, because the 21 

agent and I are never gonna see eye to eye until at 22 

the very, very end, if you do a deal. [Speaker: Yeah] 23 

Okay. And I would - I would - I would do this so 24 

that I - I didn’t wanna be affected by the outside 25 

noise. [Speaker: Yeah] I didn’t wanna be affected 26 

by the fan base, I didn’t wanna be affected by… the 27 

media. I didn’t wanna be affected by competition - 28 

[Speaker: Uhum] “Oh well, this team is offering 13 29 

times three - if you want this guy, you’re gonna 30 
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have to go 13 five” - wait a minute. [Speaker: Yeah] 1 

I see a value of this man of - at 10 or 11. I’m not 2 

doing it. [Speaker: Yeah] Move on. You can move -3 

you got 13 - [Speaker: So -] you should go sign that 4 

today, because I’m out. [Speaker: Yeah] And - and 5 

that - and then, you start. And then - then I would 6 

pick the phone up and I would start negotiation with 7 

an agent. [Speaker: Yeah] And I - oh, and one of the 8 

other things that I - I tried to emphasize always, 9 

whenever I - I talk to students and I did negotiation 10 

classes is, the part - there’s two other things. 11 

There’s research and there’s preparation, but there’s 12 

two other qualities I think people have to have. And 13 

one of them is really tough to do sometimes. And 14 

that’s listen. [Speaker: Yeah] You have to listen. 15 

‘Cause you’re gonna learn far more from listening 16 

than talking. I don’t know how much I’ve ever 17 

learned by talking. [Speaker: Yeah] I’ve learned a 18 

lot about - by listening. ‘Cause when you listen, you 19 

may listen to somebody for an hour, a negotiator 20 

[Speaker: Yeah] on the other side. There may be 60 21 

seconds inside that hour that are gonna tell you 22 

what’s vital to that - [Speaker: Right] - that client of 23 

his. And you’ve gotta be able to listen. And you 24 

gotta listen for every trick, every turn - all these 25 

different things. And if you can't listen, you’re not 26 

gonna be successful. [Speaker: Right] And the other 27 

thing is the ability to say no. You have to have the 28 

courage to say no. ‘Cause think about an agent. An 29 

agent’s job is to do as good a job as he can for his 30 

player - as - and typically, it means as long a term 31 
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and as much money as possible. [Speaker: Yeah] 1 

Okay. So, that’s his goal. Her goal, his goal - that's 2 

what they’re trying to do. So, if you keep saying 3 

yes, they’re never gonna say [Speaker: Right] that’s 4 

enough. [Speaker: Right] They’ll keep saying, 5 

“How about a little more? How about this, how 6 

about that?” So, at some point in time in every 7 

negotiation I did, I said, “That’s it. You’ve reached 8 

my limit. You’ve had me - you got me to surpass 9 

my limit. [Speaker: Yeah] We’ve been at this for 10 

two months. I’m a half a million dollars a year 11 

beyond what I wanted to do” within reason - you 12 

know? “And, I’m done. [Speaker: Yeah] So, this is 13 

now a yes or a no. No more negotiation - this is a 14 

yes or a no. So take it to your player, get back to me 15 

in an hour. If I find out you’re shopping this in the 16 

next hour, I got nothing for you. [Speaker: Yeah] 17 

We’re done. And we’re not only done now, we’ll be 18 

done for a long time. [Speaker: Right] Okay, you 19 

can take that phone number you got [Speaker: 20 

[Laughing] and you know, the phone number - you 21 

can just cross it out,” [Speaker: Yeah] you know? 22 

And - and that’s how - that’s how we went about a 23 

lot of our business. [Speaker: Yeah] But those are 24 

traits you can use in every negotiation you do. 25 

[Speaker: Yeah] You gotta listen. When you go to 26 

buy a car, you can tell how many people are in this 27 

dealership? [Speaker: Yeah] We - your research, 28 

what does this car typically cost? Look in the Blue 29 

Book, [Speaker: Yeah] do research. What is the 30 

value of this automobile? See how many people are 31 
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in the showroom. See how busy your salesperson is. 1 

[Speaker: Yeah] See if - if this - if there’s a lot of 2 

activity going on. See how bad they want your - 3 

your business. You know, ‘cause most of the time 4 

you’re gonna get, “Well, how can I earn your 5 

business today?” [Speaker: Yeah] “Well, you can 6 

do this price below…” let’s say [Speaker: Yeah] 7 

you’re gonna mark this as too much. [Speaker: 8 

Yeah] And you just gotta - you gotta keep grinding, 9 

and you can't be afraid to walk out. (18:36) 10 

Speaker: And a lot of this is - is really - well ah, the research 11 

you’re doing, that kind of thing. Maybe talk a little 12 

bit about the - the importance of leverage? 13 

Ned Colletti: Oh, leverage is huge. And you have to sometimes 14 

create your own leverage. And you have to really - 15 

you really should know that going in, what your 16 

leverage points are at? It’s tough when you’re 17 

always in the buy mode, [Speaker: Uhum] and not 18 

in the sell mode. And I’ve been typically always in 19 

the buy mode, as you try to acquire players. My last 20 

20 years as a AGM or - or a GM, I think we had 21 

maybe two seasons out of 20, [Speaker: Uhum] 22 

where we were trading off veteran players for 23 

prospects. So most of the time, we were in the buy 24 

mode, of we need this veteran there [Speaker: 25 

Right] to get us over the hump. So, you have to 26 

create some form of leverage. And, leverage is key. 27 

And the best negotiators, if they have a speck of 28 

leverage, they - it’s all they need to go. [Speaker: 29 

Yeah] But you have to determine what that is. And 30 
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part of leverage is - is never being desperate. 1 

[Speaker: Yeah] You cannot be desperate. You have 2 

to have another option, because options create 3 

leverage. You may have a job that somebody wants. 4 

You’re offering a job somebody wants, so you had 5 

the leverage that [Speaker: Uhum] this is gonna be a 6 

job a lot of people would like to have. [Speaker: 7 

Yeah] So that’s leverage. There’s all sorts of 8 

different leverages that - that fall within just that 9 

realm of having something that somebody wants. 10 

[Speaker: Yeah] But sometimes, you want… you 11 

want [Speaker: Right] that something. And so, you 12 

have to have options. And - and say, you know, 13 

what, maybe I - maybe I can't get this player this 14 

car, this house, this person - but, I have to do 15 

enough work around the edges to know well, if this 16 

doesn’t work - and I have to - I have to move it over 17 

here a little bit, [Speaker: Yeah] that’s really not 18 

that much of a fall off, [Speaker: Yeah] when I 19 

really look at it. ‘Cause you all get enamoured, 20 

kinda, with the  - [Speaker: Sure] with the shiny 21 

object once in a while. And that’s all we focus on. 22 

[Speaker: Yeah] Sometimes you got - you gotta 23 

spread that out, and you have to really look at 24 

different ways of - of putting things together. 25 

Putting your organization together, [Speaker: Right] 26 

putting your budget together, [Speaker: Yeah] 27 

putting your household’s budget together. You have 28 

to look at different ways to manoeuvre, to really 29 

make a - to make it work. And you can't just be 30 

typically sold on one player, one car, or one house, 31 
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[Speaker: Uhum] one - one person to hire. Ah, it… 1 

‘cause then, your leverage is… [Speaker: Right] 2 

very minimal. [Speaker: Yeah] Very minimal. 3 

Speaker: Um… as it pertains to the… the ah, you know, the 4 

topic at hand, with game day marketing and 5 

management, um, verify some of the key areas that 6 

organizations or facility managers need to fill, in the 7 

game day time frame. And you can talk hockey, 8 

[Ned Colletti: Sure] you can talk baseball. 9 

Ned Colletti: Sure. [Speaker: Yeah] Well, you have a new place 10 

in - in Edmonton, ah, you got Roger’s Place. 11 

[Speaker: Yeah] Okay. And when you - when you - 12 

you go to a game there, you have so many different 13 

people that are probably hired on a game-by-game 14 

basis. [Speaker: Yeah] Okay? You’ve got - when 15 

you think about it, you’re - you’re pulling into a 16 

parking lot - not just Roger’s Place, but any - any 17 

arena, any [Speaker: Sure] stadium in - in North 18 

America. You pull into a parking lot, and 19 

somebody’s there to tell you where to park, and to 20 

take you to your ticket. Or to take ah… a payment. 21 

[Speaker: Sure] You got that first. That’s game day. 22 

[Speaker: Yeah] Okay? You got - you go from 23 

there. You start going to the stadium. Maybe there’s 24 

people directing you [Speaker: Uhum] to certain 25 

entrances. [Speaker: Uhum] Another game day 26 

employee. There’s somebody at the door to take 27 

your ticket, [Speaker: Yeah] to do security. Game 28 

day employees. [Speaker: Yeah] Okay? You go to 29 

your seat, you have somebody who’s gonna show 30 
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you to your seat. [Speaker: Yeah] Same thing. 1 

You’ve got concession people. [Speaker: Yeah] 2 

You’ve got security people inside the arena - all 3 

these people and more are game day [Speaker: 4 

Yeah] employees. They’re hired typically - at - not 5 

always, but typically on a game-by-game basis. 6 

Perhaps hourly wages, perhaps union employees 7 

[Speaker: Uhum] that will get so much per shift. 8 

Um, so that’s - that’s that part that you see all the 9 

time. But there’s also - probably, in most sporting - 10 

sports organizations, you have game day employees 11 

also maybe in public relations, media relations, 12 

[Speaker: Yeah] who are running press notes. Who 13 

are helping out the press, or doing little odds and 14 

ends - there’s not a game there that day, you’re not 15 

gonna find them [Speaker: Right] at the arena or the 16 

stadium. Okay? They do that. You’ve got people in 17 

your club houses that work game day. If you go to a 18 

club house - unless you’re a full time employee, 19 

which there are some. But there are a lot of - a lot of 20 

young people that [Speaker: Yeah] end up working 21 

just for the team, just when they play. If you go 22 

there today - ah, and like they use ah - ah, Roger’s 23 

Place, and the Oilers are not playing, there’s nobody 24 

there to [Speaker: Right] - okay, there’s - the club 25 

house is empty - the locker room is empty. So, all 26 

these different things - and they’re all game day 27 

employees. [Speaker: Yeah] And so, there’s a vast 28 

array - most of your employees - most employees 29 

that a fan will come in contact with, in the course of 30 
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day, in an arena, [Speaker: Yeah] are game day 1 

employees.  2 

Speaker: And these are - these are key touch points, right? 3 

[Ned Colletti: Oh, yeah] ‘Cause they’re the ones 4 

interacting with your fans. So, [Ned Colletti: Oh, 5 

you -] how - how important do you think they are? 6 

Ned Colletti: Oh, they’re - they’re vital to it. [Speaker: Yeah] I’ll 7 

tell you a um, a story that I heard many years ago. 8 

A. Bartlett Giamatti was the president [Speaker: 9 

Yeah] of Yale. Became the president of the 10 

National League, and then became the 11 

commissioner of baseball before dying at - at a 12 

relatively young age. And ah, was a great guy. And 13 

he came to Chicago - I was working for the Cubs. 14 

And he - he wanted me, with five or six of the top 15 

young executives in [Speaker: Uhum] every - you 16 

know, every National League city, get to know 17 

them and vice versa. And so he tells a story. And he 18 

tells a story - and this was probably in the late 19 

1980’s. And he tells a story and - when you think 20 

about the late 1980’s, cable television was starting 21 

to - [Speaker: Yeah] to come around. But it wasn’t 22 

like it is today - [Speaker: No] nowhere near it. 23 

[Speaker: No] Your television screens were a small 24 

screen - maybe a bigger screen, but not like today, 25 

right? [Speaker: Yeah] So you’ve got two massive 26 

changes in how people watch television. One is, big 27 

screen. And two is, the amount of choices you have. 28 

[Speaker: Yeah] So to illustrate how important 29 

everybody is, he tells this story. He says, “I want 30 
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you to pick A or B.” Then goes, A - business man, 1 

works downtown. He’s got two kids and a wife in 2 

the suburbs. He leaves work early with a pile of 3 

paper on his desk, [Speaker: Yeah] to race home, to 4 

pick up his wife and kids, ‘cause they’re gonna 5 

come back and go to the baseball game. So he fights 6 

rush hour traffic - before cell phones too. [Speaker: 7 

Yeah] Fights rush hour traffic. He knows he’s got a 8 

ton of work he’s left behind, and he’s gonna have a 9 

boss that’s gonna wonder why he left early. Races 10 

home as best he can, goes through the traffic. Puts - 11 

puts a… wife, mother of the kids, kids, in the car 12 

and they drive back. Then they get the stadium 13 

traffic, downtown traffic. So they got this two-and-14 

a-half hour traffic [Speaker: Yeah], come - coming 15 

and going. Gets to the ball park, and people are 16 

giving him a hard time about where to park. 17 

[Speaker: Yeah] You know, maybe it’s street 18 

parking. So you’re looking for a little extra here or 19 

there. So he takes care of that. Doesn’t want 20 

anything to happen to his car. [Speaker: Yeah] So 21 

now, he goes and he goes - and he goes to buy a 22 

ticket. And he says, “This is the only time I come to 23 

the stadium this year. We’d like four seats behind 24 

the home dugout.” And the guy behind the window 25 

goes, “Oh, we can - yeah, we can do that. But it’s 26 

gonna cost you [Speaker: Yeah] a couple extra 27 

bucks here.” You know? And so… and he says, 28 

“All right, I’ll do that.” [Speaker: Yeah] So then he 29 

goes in. And… you know, the seats are dirty. And 30 

so, now he’s gotta go back up and he’s gotta get 31 
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paper [Speaker: Yeah] towels from the restroom 1 

and clean the seat. Okay? Now there’s a couple 2 

people behind him, that are - are a little bit 3 

inebriated and they’re [Speaker: Yeah] having a - a 4 

nice time. But they’re a little bit - their language is a 5 

little - little off-kilter. [Speaker: Yeah] And their 6 

behavior is - and he’s sitting there with his wife and 7 

two young children. So now, he’s uneasy about that. 8 

Okay? The team loses. They walk out. People have 9 

had too much to drink, there’s no security. You’ve 10 

got all kinds of issues [Speaker: Yeah] going on. 11 

You get in the car and you drive home. So, Mr. 12 

[unclear: 26:04] is - so that’s number SA - that’s the 13 

letter A. Here’s B. A guy works at downtown - 14 

works ‘til five-thirty, six o’clock, comes home. A 15 

little bit of less traffic. He comes home. Has a nice 16 

dinner prepared - you know, with a meal, sits with 17 

his kids, does their homework. Got this big screen 18 

TV - he says you’re not gonna believe it. They’re 19 

gonna have screens that are gonna be the size of like 20 

a movie theatre. [Speaker: Yeah] And he’s gonna 21 

have the choice of 50 different movies, 50 different 22 

sporting events, every major league baseball game - 23 

he’s gonna have all that. If he goes outside and sits 24 

outside with the kids, maybe they can jump in the 25 

pool, they have a nice evening, and the kids go to 26 

bed at nine o’clock. Him and the wife are finish 27 

watching a movie - [Speaker: Yeah] finish watching 28 

a baseball game, have a glass of wine. And that’s 29 

what he’s gonna do. How many times is he going to 30 

do A? [Speaker: Yeah] Answer is, not more than 31 
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once, probably. [Speaker: Yeah] And so, how 1 

important is it? People who are helping you park, 2 

[Speaker: Uhum] people who are directing traffic, 3 

people who are - are guiding you to the ticket 4 

window - the people behind the ticket window, 5 

[Speaker: Uhum] the ushers, the security - all these 6 

people play a major role. Because that is the 7 

experience of the ball park. [Speaker: Yeah] As a 8 

team, you cannot control whether or not you win or 9 

lose that game. [Speaker: Right] You can control… 10 

everybody can control their own effort [Speaker: 11 

Yeah] and what they do.  12 

Speaker: And the experience they offer their fans -[Ned 13 

Colletti: Yeah] absolutely.  14 

Ned Colletti: Yeah. I mean, [Speaker: Yeah] ah it’s - it’s right 15 

there. (27:23) 16 

Speaker: Yeah. So, where do they re - in your mind, like 17 

where do they recruit these people?  18 

Ned Colletti: I think they ah… I think people are drawn to 19 

sporting events, and drawn to working for a team 20 

and seeing events. [Speaker: Yeah] So I think that 21 

they - they probably draw ‘em from… ah, high 22 

schools, colleges, um, word of mouth throughout 23 

the community. Not everybody’s a 18 year old, 24 

[Speaker: Yeah] or 22 year old - it’s a lot of people 25 

in their 30’s, 40’s, 50’s, 60’s - 70’s, that end up 26 

working as game day employees. So, I think it’s - I 27 

think it’s word of mouth. I think there is - ah, 28 

there’s probably a lot of Internet activity [Speaker: 29 
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Uhum] that - that says we have openings for ushers, 1 

for ticket takers, for parking personnel - for club 2 

house people. [Speaker: Right] There is - there’s 3 

probably a lot of different ways that - that you can 4 

find.  5 

Speaker: Let’s talk skill set, a little bit. [Ned Colletti: Yeah] 6 

Um… these types of people, what are you - what 7 

are you looking for? 8 

Ned Colletti: Well, I think it depends on what - what the actual 9 

responsibilities would be, again. But I think 10 

whenever you’re dealing with… the public, I think 11 

you have to have people that are - are sincere, that 12 

are kind, that are organized, that are helpful, that 13 

um… are not selfish, so to speak. [Speaker: Yeah, 14 

yeah] Where they - they see someone, they see a 15 

young family that - that’s having an issue trying to 16 

get where they need to go. And - and they can - they 17 

can realize what’s going on.  They have to be… ah, 18 

I would think the best would be those that can - can 19 

um, be ahead of a situation. That can read different 20 

situations, can read [Speaker: Yeah] people a little 21 

bit. And - and really be courteous and kind. 22 

[Speaker: Yeah] And you know, it’s - I think it’s 23 

really a - at a - a key thing, I believe. The more… 24 

specific you get with a - a position, you need that - 25 

those characteristics. [Speaker: Yeah] But also a 26 

few more, [Speaker: Yeah] to be able to - to do a 27 

specific job. 28 
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Speaker: Yeah. And you’ve got - with these types of - of 1 

employees, you’ve got both union employees and - 2 

and - and sometimes, just ah, team hires, [Ned 3 

Colletti: Yes] you know, a part time basis, a lot of 4 

the time. [Ned Colletti: Yes] Um, how much 5 

negotiation takes there - takes place there? 6 

Ned Colletti: Well, I think if it - if it’s a union employee, you’re 7 

gonna have that type of negotiation where you’re 8 

gonna end up negotiating with the - the head of the 9 

union. [Speaker: Yeah] Ah, and the - the 10 

organization, the sports organization and the - the 11 

union will devise what the hours are like, what the 12 

pay is, what the benefits are like. It’s probably a cut 13 

and dried type of situation, once you get past the 14 

negotiation, where everybody’s gonna fit into 15 

[Speaker: Right] one place or another. I think, after 16 

that, it’s - it’s probably a game day rate. Or a - a ah, 17 

hourly rate that maybe there is some room for 18 

negotiation. But again, it’s like any other position. 19 

[Speaker: Yeah] If there’s - if there’s five jobs and a 20 

hundred people, you’re gonna have a lower rate of 21 

pay. [Speaker: Yeah] If there is - you’re gonna have 22 

a higher rate of pay. So I think it probably differs 23 

with different ah - [Speaker: Yeah] whatever the 24 

stadium is - is…  25 

Speaker: Yeah. [Ned Colletti: And…] And I suppose it can 26 

get complicated, with - you know, if - if it’s a city-27 

owned building, or a - you know, the municipality 28 

owns it, or the team [Ned Colletti: Yeah] owns it. 29 

Um, sometimes the team doesn’t have a choice. 30 
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[Ned Colletti: Yes] And, dealing - what I’ve always 1 

noticed is sometimes you go to a stadium um, and… 2 

they’re - they’re union employees, and maybe not 3 

as dedicated as they would be, if… [Ned Colletti: 4 

Yes] you know, they were an independent hire. 5 

[Ned Colletti: Yes] And that’s gotta be a challenge 6 

for the team, because we talked about how 7 

important [Ned Colletti: Oh, yeah] those touch 8 

points are, right? 9 

Ned Colletti: No doubt - and you can typically - I mean, I’ve seen 10 

- I don’t know how many sporting events I - I go to, 11 

a year. Probably two hundred, [Speaker: Yeah] four 12 

and a quarter. I can typically tell how the build - 13 

how the building is run. [Speaker: Sure] And 14 

whether it’s - it’s people that have ah, a stake in it, 15 

[Speaker: Yeah] as far as… you know, they - they 16 

love what they do. Or they don’t wanna lose their 17 

job and they - they report to somebody that’s gonna 18 

hold them accountable, [Speaker: Yeah] versus 19 

those that are not held accountable, [Speaker: Yeah] 20 

that - that have a job where they’re protected, no 21 

matter - basically, not no matter, but close to… to 22 

however their performance goes. [Speaker: Yeah] It 23 

- it is, and it’s still gonna be bad to work the next 24 

game. [Speaker: Yeah] And so, it is - is a tough 25 

situation sometimes. And I think then… I know, 26 

you… some of it, you can't manage. [Speaker: 27 

Yeah] ‘Cause some of it is too thick to manage, as 28 

far as changing that type of a culture. But I think it’s 29 

- it’s - for those that are successful, you’ve gotta 30 

[Speaker: Yeah] have a way to change that culture - 31 
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or at least if it’s a - a city-owned, or a union shop 1 

that is - is protecting them, their employees. And so, 2 

if you do have an employee that gets a - a little bit 3 

beyond a typical ah, what you would consider good 4 

behavior, [Speaker: Uhum] or professional 5 

behavior, to - to help your - your clientele, that ah, 6 

whenever you do sit down with the union, you 7 

explain what - what needs to be done. [Speaker: 8 

Yeah, yeah] ‘Cause it’s not always about the 9 

money. It’s really about the - the entire 10 

performance, [Speaker: Yeah -] so - 11 

Speaker: And in terms of game day employees, you’re not 12 

talking - generally, you’re not talking [Ned Colletti: 13 

No] about a lot of money. 14 

Ned Colletti: No. Because ah - ah, it’s typically… part time work. 15 

[Speaker: Yeah] It’s part time work. And um, and 16 

it’s - again, there are a lot of people who love to do 17 

it. [Speaker: Yeah] So the… the - the management 18 

team has got maybe a little bit more to - people to 19 

pick from. [Speaker: Uhum] And when they’re - 20 

you know, it’s just a… again, a leverage point, 21 

[Speaker: Yeah] the more you have to pick from, 22 

the… [Speaker: Yeah] probably the less you’re 23 

gonna get paid. [Speaker: Right] But it’s - again, 24 

it’s not all the money. If you really love sports, and 25 

you love going, and you can actually see part of the 26 

game, or see the game and do your job, which is 27 

obviously [Speaker: Yeah] why you’re there, 28 

[Speaker: Yeah] you know, that’s got value to it. 29 
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[Speaker: Yeah] There’s more value than just in the 1 

paycheque. 2 

Speaker: Sure. Sure. There’s some unique things that happen 3 

too. I just happened to see the other night, ah, in San 4 

Francisco, they use senior citizens to - [Ned 5 

Colletti: Oh, yeah] you know, for the ball - [Ned 6 

Colletti: Yeah, yeah] the ball boy and ball girl - 7 

which is interesting. [Ned Colletti: Oh, yeah] And 8 

ah… I thought that was pretty unique. And the fans 9 

really react to it well. [Ned Colletti: Yes] You 10 

know? [Ned Colletti: Yeah] Um… so who handles 11 

the - the negotiation for the - on - on behalf of the 12 

organization, typically, with - with your game day 13 

stuff? 14 

Ned Colletti: Well, I think there’s a - there’s typically a stadium 15 

or arena operations department. And - and they 16 

have a lot to do with that. [Speaker: Yeah] Because 17 

they’re - they’re really in charge of the experience. 18 

[Speaker: Yeah] And I think most - most stadiums 19 

would have a stadium ops department. [Speaker: 20 

Uhum] And most arenas would have an arena 21 

operations department. [Speaker: Right] And that’s 22 

where you would start. [Speaker: Okay] That’s 23 

where you would start to find out about 24 

employment opportunities. [Speaker: Yeah] That’s 25 

where you would - you would learn what the culture 26 

is, and - and what their expectations of - are. 27 

Speaker: Yeah. What about the future for game day 28 

employees in - in the sport? I mean, obviously 29 
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you’re starting [Ned Colletti: Okay] at kind of the 1 

bottom rung, if you’re - [Ned Colletti: Yeah] you’re 2 

- you’re in game day stuff. But um, do you  have 3 

any examples of - of people that have ever worked 4 

for you that have… you know, perhaps advanced 5 

from - 6 

Ned Colletti: Yeah, I have plenty of examples. [Speaker: Yeah] 7 

Yeah, it’s um… in the baseball operations side, we 8 

would typically hire game day help. And also, 9 

interns. [Speaker: Uhum] And some of the interns 10 

were game day. [Speaker: Yeah] And I - I learned 11 

that… it was very important, just like a baseball 12 

player, it’s really important to know who the people 13 

are. [Speaker: Yeah] And, while there’s a lot of 14 

people who wanna work in sports, not everybody 15 

realizes what that means. [Speaker: Yeah] They 16 

don’t realize the hours, they don’t realize the ah, the 17 

commitment that it takes. They don’t realize how 18 

much of the rest of life they’ll end up missing. 19 

[Speaker: Yeah] If you’ve got a baseball season 20 

with 81 home games, besides exhibition games, 21 

besides post-season, there’s a lot of weekends 22 

[Speaker: Yeah] where all your friends may be - ah, 23 

in Los Angeles, maybe at the beach. [Speaker: 24 

Yeah] Or up in the mountains, you know, or in 25 

Canada, fishing or… [Speaker: Yeah] you know, 26 

and - and doing the weekend activities. But, you’re 27 

at the stadium. So, it was always helpful to me to 28 

find out how much they really were dedicated 29 

[Speaker: Yeah] to it. I can't tell you how many 30 

times, Mike, somebody told me they wanna work in 31 
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baseball. And then, they saw what the hours 1 

[Speaker: Yeah] were. And then they said, “Well, I 2 

don’t know if this [Speaker: Maybe not, yeah] is 3 

really for me.” So, when you have a game day 4 

employee, when you have - whether it’s in public 5 

relations, media relations, stadium operations - you 6 

get to learn who they are. [Speaker: Yeah] And you 7 

get to see if they’re - if they get tired of, quote, “The 8 

grind” - even though for me, I - obviously, 35 years 9 

was really that much of a grind for me. [Speaker: 10 

Yeah] I quit doing it. But some people… ah, you 11 

can judge that. And, on the other side, you say, 12 

“You know what, this person, this guy or this guy, 13 

they are really into this.” And they met - you - you 14 

find that they never - they’re never looking at their 15 

watch. [Speaker: Right] They - they have - the days 16 

fly by for ‘em. It’s not necessarily what you would 17 

consider work. [Speaker: Right] It’s more like a 18 

great - a great way to [Speaker: Sure] - so - 19 

Speaker:  A great way to spend your life. 20 

Ned Colletti: Yeah, yeah. And so, I think that there’s great 21 

opportunity. I think, in any profession, putting 22 

yourself in a place where people who are decision-23 

makers get to know who you are, [Speaker: Yeah] 24 

and get to see how you work, is worth it. There’s a 25 

ton of value to it. [Speaker: Uhum] And not 26 

everybody’s going to be able to do it. Some people 27 

may think they want to do it. End up with a game 28 

day position, and find out [Speaker: Yeah] they 29 

really don’t want to do it. [Speaker: Yeah] But some 30 
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people will find that they really - it’s - it meets their 1 

expectation, meets their dream, [Speaker: Yeah] 2 

you know? And so, they wanna really do it. And 3 

now, they start to make an impression [Speaker: 4 

Yeah] on the decision-maker. And, world’s 5 

changing all the time. But I don’t see the world 6 

changing away from the fundamentals of kindness, 7 

being considerate, working hard, [Speaker: Uhum] 8 

being - being trustworthy, being dependable, being 9 

accountable. Well, that can maybe blow in the wind 10 

a little bit, [Speaker: Yeah] from time to time, 11 

anybody who possesses those characteristics is 12 

going to be somebody that anybody in a decision-13 

making [Speaker: Sure] role is gonna want. 14 

[Speaker: Yeah] And so, I think, whenever you 15 

have that opportunity, ah you’d - you’d have to take 16 

it. Because there’s a long line of people that just 17 

want to be the general manager. [Speaker: Oh, 18 

yeah] Or - or just - you know, or just wanna - 19 

Speaker: It’s only 30 jobs. 20 

Ned Colletti:  run the stadium. [Speaker: Yeah] Or - and 21 

[stammers] - you know, there’s only so many of 22 

those positions. And you have to be able to start at 23 

some point in time, to get into the system to learn 24 

the system, [Speaker: Yeah] to learn how it all 25 

works. And I think a game day employee 26 

opportunity is huge for that. And you can't always 27 

look at the money, because there’s more to life than 28 

just a paycheque. [Speaker: That’s right] There 29 

really is. [Speaker: Yeah] And you gotta have 30 
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quality of life and - and what you really like to do. 1 

And so, you may be disappointed with an hourly 2 

wage. Maybe minimum wage, whatever that wage 3 

is - you may be disappointed with that. But if your 4 

passion is in that field, you’re getting a chance to 5 

make an impression on somebody who may hire 6 

you [Speaker: Yeah] full time. [Speaker: Yeah] And 7 

may provide you with benefits, and a nice salary. 8 

And maybe, later on, an opportunity to move up in 9 

the organization. [Speaker: Yeah] You can't do it if 10 

you’re not in the game.  11 

Speaker: And as it pertains - the last point, I guess - as it 12 

pertains to the National Hockey League, you’re 13 

talking - it’s - it’s typically ranked number four 14 

amongst the four majors. [Ned Colletti: Uhum] You 15 

know, the NFL, NBA, Major League Baseball - so, 16 

all of these things we - we’ve been talking about, 17 

you could argue really, more importantly even for 18 

the NHL, if they’re gonna… you know, [Ned 19 

Colletti: Yeah] push the other three and [Ned 20 

Colletti: Oh, yeah] you know, try to jump up a little 21 

bit. (38:10) 22 

Ned Colletti: Yeah. Fan experience is - is very important in every 23 

- every arena. [Speaker: Yeah] And most 24 

organizations - I’ve been a hockey fan a long time. 25 

And I can remember when I would go as a - as a 26 

young boy, there were very few people my age 27 

there. [Speaker: Yeah] It was really an adult crowd - 28 

it was really a male dominated crowd. [Speaker: 29 

Yeah] And I think organizations for years now, 30 
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since, have realized, we ain’t - we need families 1 

here. [Speaker: Yeah] We need - we need both 2 

genders. We need ages that range from very, very 3 

[Speaker: Uhum] young kids to - to adults, 4 

[Speaker: Yeah] the - the senior citizens - we need 5 

the entire gamut. [Speaker: Yeah] And so, the fan 6 

experience is vital to all of that. And - and now, 7 

when I go to arenas, and I go to a lot of hockey 8 

games both in Canada and the States, I see so many 9 

families there. [Speaker: Yeah] I see so many young 10 

people there. And the game has been marketed 11 

differently too. [Speaker: Yeah] There’s a lot of 12 

afternoon games. [Speaker: Sure] On weekends. 13 

You know, when I was growing up, the - [Speaker: 14 

It was a night -] ah, I was a Cub fan, and there - 15 

every - every game was at night. [Speaker: Yeah, 16 

yeah] You know? And so, it - it has changed. But 17 

we can never forget the experience of going to an 18 

arena. ‘Cause most people really look forward to it. 19 

[Speaker: Yeah] And when you think about what it 20 

costs to go, in any sport, basically - and the 21 

excitement and the anticipation of going, and then, 22 

the experience is bad. [Speaker: Yeah] Boy, that’s a 23 

tough - that’s - that’s a lose. That’s a lose - 24 

Speaker: It should be like - it should be like going to Disney. 25 

Ned Colletti: Yeah. It should be - [Speaker: Yeah] it should be - it 26 

should be tremendous all the time. Because again, 27 

you have no control over what the team is gonna do. 28 

[Speaker: That’s right] You go to go and root for a 29 

team, or just watch a game, you can't predict - that’s 30 
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why people like to go, [Speaker: Yeah] because you 1 

can't predict it. But you do have - I believe you do 2 

have control over your attitude. [Speaker: Yeah] 3 

And your own effort. I’ve told players that. You 4 

can't control the umpire, you can't control the 5 

grounds crew if they left a pebble on the dirt and the 6 

ball bounced over your head - you can't control 7 

anything like that. You can't control the other team. 8 

You can't control scouting reports. [Speaker: Yeah] 9 

You - you can control how you prepare. [Speaker: 10 

Yeah] You can control your effort, you can control 11 

your attitude. That’s all you got. And I think the 12 

game day employee - that’s - that’s a lot of the 13 

value for a… a decision-maker is just seeing who 14 

they are and - and how they relate. [Speaker: No 15 

question] And how kind they are.  16 

Speaker: No question. Well, I hope, Ned - ah, that was right. 17 

I mean, thank you all - as always. [Ned Colletti: 18 

Yeah, okay. You’re welcome] And ah, it’s been 19 

terrific. And I hope the - I hope the students get a 20 

lot out of this. And ah, we’ll look forward to seeing 21 

you in March, when the - [Ned Colletti: Okay] 22 

when the course comes up.  23 

Ned Colletti: My pleasure.  24 

END OF RECORDING: 40:46  25 


